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My invention is a centrifugal propeller 
¿for dirigible balloons. 
My 'nventlon pertains to the type of pro 

_ pulsion of a dirigible balloon in which a pro 
 '5 peller is mounted on thenose of the-balloon 

and'by the >centrifugal action in throwing 
the air outwardly, causes the forward move 
ment of the balloon. lVarious factors which 
influence the ei‘ñciencyof such a type of pro- ' ' 

,'10 peller are'in the form lof the blades and also 
the general shape of the propeller as a whole, 
together with the constructional shape of the 
_nose of the dirigible balloon and its vstream 
line form. Y - l ' ' ` 

’15` In the operation of the centrifugal type 
Iof propeller mounted on the nose of a dirigi 
ble balloon, it appears that the propeller 

' throwing the air outwardly by centrifugal 
force and as it can only suck air in at the 

20 center of' rotation in front of the nose of the. 
balloon, creates a partial vacuum in front of 

- the nose. y The outwardly blown air instead of 
transversing outwardly in the plane of the 
propeller, follows the curvature of the nose 
and the stream line form of the dirigible, the 

, balloon as a’whole developing' a forward mo 
tion varying in speed apparently with the 
volume of air _thrown out by the centrifugal 
force and the velocity of such air.'A 

.lo An object of my invention is in the con 
struction and'mounting of such a propeller so 
that a large amount of air is thrown outward 
ly by the‘centrifug'alforce and this air has 
a high velocity. _ ‘ .  

Another ob]ect of my invention is to pre 
vent the escapage of -air from being acted on 

` by the propeller blades so that these blades 
ositively act on a volume o_f air coming with 

1n _their sweep and reduce the >eddy currents 
40 which interfere with the How of air outward 

. ly on the blades. ' '  

My invention may be considered as anim 
_ provement on my atent application for a cen- . 
trifug-al blower or dirigible balloon“ Serial 

45 No. 283,347 filed -J une 6,1928. 
A further object of my invent-ion 1s in mak 

' ing the propeller blades .somewhat trough 
shaped in cross section and preferably in 
creasing the width of the trough from tlîe 

e0 base tothe tip of the blades. l ` I 

' tion of the trough facing 

`air operated on by- the 
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l.Another object of my invention is in mount- l 
ing the blades at a slight tilt so that the lead-,î` 
ing edge of a blade is positioned slightly rear 
wardly of a portion of the trough'. The for- ' 
ward portion of the blade therefore functions 
somewhat as the camber o'n a 
ating a' slight vacuum by the ow of air on 
the leading or forward surface, < ,l , 
In constructing myl invention I utilize a 

suitable type of hub which ma be secured to 
the propeller shaft _and refera ly has a series 
of substantial spokes. ~ e blades are riveted 
'or bolted to these spokes and each blade is of a 
trough-like construction with the open por 

in _the direction of 
rotation. The forward side of each blade, 
that is the side towards the ,direction of travel 
of the dirigîble balloon, 
ahead in the direction rotation than the 

" rearward edge of each blade, that is on the ̀op 
posite side of 'the trough and theleadìngedge 
is‘also turned slightly inV or backward from` 
the body of the blade so that the forward edge 
of the trough is slightly rearwardly of the 
line of rotation of the forwardmost part of 
the blade. A suitable cover or spinner is 
placed on the-hub in closing the spokes Yand 
the securing devices for the blades and giving' 
a stream line form.  ' ‘ 

The rear portion of the blades are given a 
concave curvature following the shape of the 
nose of the dirigible balloon and are designed 

äropeller, cre- 1 ' 

ist positioned slightly ' 
o 
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to` have but slight clearance so that all ofthe _* 
propeller will be 

thrown out by centrlfugal orce. The blades 
may be designed with a large end out,l thatv 
is at the tip and a small root connected to the ' ‘ 
hub; or they may be constructed in an oppo 
site manner with a~ relatively large root and a ` 
small tip. l y ' l - 

My ̀invention _is illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings, i'n which;l  \ " 
Figure 1 is a' frontl levation of substan- y 

tially half of'a propeller, showing a type with 
_the blades having the tips larger than ïthe 
root; 

Fig. 2 
shown in Fig.1; _' . . , l - 

. Fig. 3 is a rear'view of the propeller; of 

>is Va side elevation of a propeller ` 
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Fi' . ¿l is o section on the line él--d of Fig. 
l in e direction oi the arrows; ' 

l Fig. >5 is a @ont elevation oi’ an alternative 
form of propeller, in which the'tipl'of the 
blade is smaller than the root; 

Fig. 
Fig. 5; , .  

Fig. ’I is a rear elevation ,of a propeller oi 
Figs. 5 and 6; . ` . '_ 
Fig. 8 is a section on the'line 8-8 of Fig. 

5 in the direction ot the arrows. »_ v 
Referrin _íirst'to Figs. l; through 4 the 

propeller s ait ll has a substantial lhub 12A 
secured thereto, this being the hub oi the pro 
peller, and on this hub l have a' plurality oi 
spokes _13 of a' substantial character'and of 
suitable shape. To these spokes are secured 
the blades designated generally by the nu 
meral la oi the propeller and on the ’front 
there is a cone~sha ed spinner 15 for the pur 
pose of deñectin t e air and giving a more or 
less stream like om and to enclose the spokes 
and the hubo 
The characteristics of the blade ld is the 

trough-like construction indicated by the nu 
moral 16 and the leading edge l? is ~l’orward 
ot the trailing end l8 ol each ot the blades. 
The troughs may be of diderent depths. The 
extreme forward surface l@ ci each .el the 
blades considered in the direction of nuove~ 
ment or” the balloon is’positioned slightly ‘lor 
ward of the leading edge l'l. The line 20 
designates the plane oi' rotation ol the extreme 
forward portion i9 oi" the blade and 2l the 
planeA ol the rotation of the leading edge 
l?, these being considered et any particular 
cross section. ‘ll‘hereiorethe surface lll may 
be considered as having a lead designated by 
the measurement 22 in iront ol’ the leading 
edge l?. The inner portion 23 ci the trailing 
edge 18 is carried slightly forward ci' the 
inner portion td ol the leading edge l?. 
The trailing edge also has a concave curva 

ture as indicated at Q5, conforming somewhat 
to the curvature 26 or” the nose 2? of the dir 
igible balloon. ‘ ln this type ot blade the root 
28 is of lesser sise than the tip @dei the blade 
and if desired the trough may vary in depth 
lfrom.V the root tothe tin and manifestly it 
varies in width between the leading and trail 
ing edges from the root to the tip of the blade. 
In the constructionil'lustrated in Figs. 5 

i through 8, the blade has the root portion 30» 
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’ .~ of greater size than the tip nortion 3l. "l‘he 
leading. edge 32 ‘is forward of the trailing 
edge 33 and the leading edge is slightly back 
from the extreme forward portion 34 of the 
body of the blade. The trough section 35' 
may vary in depth from the root to the tip 
of the blade and the distance between the 
leading and trailing edges decreases from 
the root to the tip.. The trailing edge infthis 
case has a concave curvature 36 conforming 
to the curvature of the forward surface 3'? 

neonato 

construction also necessitates the forward 
portion oi the blade having a convex curva 
ture 39- on account of lthe blades tapering 
h‘om the root to the tip and followin the 

_ - curvature of the nose of the dirigible ba oon. 
6 is aside elevation of a propeller oi  

rection ol .rotation is so that the trou h 
catches the air and such `air is held in t e 
trough while it travels longitudinally of the 
blade from the root towards the tip. As the 
velocity of the tip of the blade is consider 
ably greater than lthat of the root, the air 
becomes hi bly com ressed and. is thrown 
outwardly y centri gal force so that the 
how of air 'from each blade more or less acts 
as distinct outwardly Howin columns. As 

ln the operation of my propeller, the di- ~ 

the blades are rotating rapidily, these merge ' 
together and cause a direct outward move 
ment of air considered radially Jfrom the axis 
of rotation. As the air can only be drawn 
into the propeller from the front, this creates 
a artial vacuum, tending vto draw the 
dirigible balloon ahead.. ~ v 

lt has been found that the stream oi air 
clings to or follows the surface of the 
dirigible balloon when this is properly 
stream lined somewhat in the manner as set 
forth in my patent a plication above inen-` 
tioned. Í'l‘he combine action of the centriÍ~ 
ugal air blast is to move the dirigible balloon 
in a forward direction. ' 
The feature oi having the leading edge gli 

slightly rearward or towards the nose olf the 
balloon in relation to the extreme ‘forward’ 
portion l9 ci the blade, appears to give this 
*portion a spacious or aeroioil ed’ect, such as 
the upper surface ot the conventional aero 
plane wing creating a partial vacuum in 
iront ol' the leading edge of the trough-like 
blade, functioning to draw the dirigible bal 
loon forwardly. ln addition, on account-oli 
the forward motion of the translation oi the 
propeller as a whole, the leading edge oi’ the 
trough-lilac blades catches the air and does 
not allow this to form eddies blowing‘around 
the leading edge on to the bach' surface‘oi 
the blade. Y ` l 

_ ln the construction of Fi s. ‘l through Il, 
in which the tip oi’ the bla e is wider than 
the trough, the function is to spread the 
column of air dischar ed from eachA blade 
in a lore and aft direction and thus give out 
wardl moving air streams which may. be 
consi` ered as' comparatively shallow and 
haying a lesser velocity than when the tip . 
of the blade is smaller than the root as in 
Figs. 5 through 8. In this latter construc 
tionthe air blast following the trou hlike 
blades is 'more or less concentrated ad 
the tip of the blades and discharges with an 
outward high velocity, and moreover, on ac 
count of the' rearward curvature of these 
blades, the blast of air is directed rearwardly 
along the nose >of the dirigibl‘e balloon. " 

55 ofthe nose 38 of the dirigible balloon. Val?‘ious changes maybe mûdßîn the primé 
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ciples of my invention without departing 
. from the spirit thereof as set forth in the 

10 

16 

description, drawings and claims. 

l.. .A propeller for dirigible'balloons hav 
ing a plurality of centrifugally acting 
trough-shaped blades adapted to be driven by 
a rotary shaft, each of said blades having the 
leading edge forward of the _trailing .edge 
considered in the direction of rotation and 
the leading edge being turned rearwardly 
considered in relation to the forward move 
ment ofthe propeller from the side struc 
tural part of the trough of each blade. 

»2. A progìcller for dirigible balloonsas 
>claimed 1n c aim 1, the trough of each blade 
varying in cross section from vthe root tothe 
tip of the blade. 

3. A propeller for' dirigible balloons as 
claimed in claim 1, the trailing edge of the 
blade being free of a support and having a 
vconcave curve ina fore and aft direction. 

‘_1. A propeller for dirigible balloons, com 
prlsing a plurality of centrifugally acting 
trough-like blades °with means to secure same 
to a rotary shaft, e'ach of said blades having 
aleading and a trailing edge, the trailing 
edge being concave considered in a radial 
direction, the leading edge of the blades be 
ingforward of the trailing edge considered 

- in the direction of rotation of the blades. 
5. A propeller for dirigible balloons as 

` claimed in claim 4, said leading edge being 
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turned lrearwardly considered in the direc 
tion of the forward movement of the propel-` 
ler from the side of the trough of each of the 
blades and the trough of each of the blades 

3 

pro eller shaft extendincg through the nose 
an a ropeller mounte thereon, said pro 
eller having trou h-like blades,_ the center 
ine of each blade ing substantiallày radial 
to the shaft, each blade havin a lea ing and 
trailing` edge, the trailing e ge conforming 
to the convex _shape of the nose of the bal 
loon and the leading edge bein ahead of the 
trailing edge in the direction o rotation and 
rotating in close proximity to such convex 
nose. - _ ‘ 

9. In a device as described, as clalmed 1n 

75 

claim 8, the leadingedge of the blade being - 
rearwardly of the lead 

ing side of the trou h-like blade considered 
in the direction of t e forward movementof 
the propeller through the air. ` v 

10. A propeller for dirigible balloons com 
prising a shaft having a lplurality of cen 
trifugally acting trough li e blades secured 
thereto, each of the blades havin 
and a trailing edge, both of sai edges be 
ing free of support, the sole support ofthe 
blades being the connection to the shaft, and 
the said trailing edge being concave consid 
ered in the fore and aft direction of the 
movementI of the propeller as a whole 
through the air. ` 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 

name to this specification. 
' ROLLA B. FERREBY. 

positioned slightly 

varying in cross section from the root to the ’ 
tip. , 

6. In a' device as described, the combina 
tion of a structural portion of a dirigible bal'-1 y 
>loon having a-convexly shaped nose, a cen 
trifugally'acting propeller mounted on a ro 
tatable shaft extendingßaxially through' said ' 
nose, the propeller having trough-like blades, 
said blades having a leading >and a trailing 
edge, the trailing. edge being curved to con 
form to the shape of the nose of the balloon 

` and rotating in close proximity to such con- 
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vex nose. y  

7. In a device as described, the combina 
tion of a structural:A portion of -a dirìgible 
balloon having a convexly curved nose, a 
propeller shaft extending through the nose 
and a propeller mounted thereon, said pro 
peller havingtrough-like blades, Athe center 
lineof each blade being substantially radial 

a leading' 
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5to said shaft, each blade having a leadingl 
v‘and trailing edge, the trailing edge conform-  
ing to the convex shape 'of the nose of the 
balloon and rotating in close proximity to 
such convex '.nose. A , 

8. In a device as described, the combina 
tion of a structural portion of a dirigible 
balloon vhaving a convexly curved nose,'a 
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